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Details of Visit:

Author: bottom liner
Location 2: Kings Cross
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 7 Mar 2011 3.30 pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Uk Vip
Phone: 02078378024

The Premises:

Basement flat in Northdown St. You can't book. Just turn up and pick from available ladies. 5 there
when I went and only 2 rooms so lots of milling about of bored ladies. Varnished floorboards made it
all very noisy. Chaotic and amateurish, a bit like a worker's collective. Some might quite like the
rustic charm, but others who prefer discretion would not want to go here.

The Lady:

Started off badly. I asked to see a girl called Nicky whom I had seen on the Ace Massage page for
VIP. Shown to the room and the girl in front of me was 3/4 dress sizes bigger than the Nicky of the
picture. So much for Ace Massage's 'verification', or this flat's management of their entry on that
site.

However all was not lost. Another girl, Sophie, fitted the bill. Slim and beautiful Nigerian. Not the
only cracker either. There was another darkish skinned girl called Sabrina, and another attractive
white girl whose name I didn't get, so plenty to come back for.

The Story:

In keeping with the place itself the punt was a little odd but very pleasant nonetheless. Sophie is a
slow burn and takes time to warm up. NB ?120 for the hour and an extra ?40 for OWO. Would not
recommend the latter at that price.

Anyway after the OWO, we had sex in cowgirl, and finished in fabulous and frenzied bout of doggy
which really made the encounter.

Would happily come back here to see Sophie or Sabrina or the other slim girl, but would probably
opt for the cheaper half hour option without OWO.
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